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Case study

Woodman's Group

The Challenges

Like a lot of small to medium enterprises (SME’s) The Woodman’s Group of
companies had experienced rapid growth, which in turn put considerable
strain on management and resources to keep the organisation compliant.
The group encompasses 6 Mitre 10 stores, 2 truss manufacturing plants, a roong
manufacturing centre as part of the Steeline group, a Bristol Paint outlet, a glass
and aluminium manufacturing workshop and a brick sales and distribution
network.
The challenge was to supply a single solution to help the entire organisation
maintain its compliance obligations, and support further development of other
solutions within the organisation.
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The Solution

After careful consideration of the current and potential future issues, combined
with a “wish list” of possible outcomes, Smart HR Solutions worked closely with
the client to develop and deliver a system which had the following
characteristics:
System must be able to cater for a geographic spread initially of approx.
600km.
It must be centrally managed from any location via the internet.
The system must considerably reduce the amount of time spent by senior
supervisors in inducting employees, without reducing the experience.
The system must be easily accessed and implemented into new business
acquisitions.
Automated reminders of expiry dates etc. must be included so as to reduce
the administrative burden required for compliance.
Provide continuity for the client’s ongoing processes and procedures during
the implementation.
Be developed in a modular approach so new systems under development
can be “bolted on” and maintain a similar feel and navigation, thereby
keeping a similar user experience.
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The Results

Phase one of this project saw us implement a customised version of one of our
Online Induction System offerings.
This system went through a continual development cycle in the background whilst
the front end rollout allowed the organisation to enjoy immediate benets.
This continual development for a period of time was necessary to encompass as
many scenarios as possible across such a diverse organisation.
Now fully integrated and managed comfortably by a very capable safety
department, further efciencies within other aspects of the business are now
being explored and developed.
A level of control over the remote operations is now enjoyed by head ofce in a
proactive manner, which in turn means pre-emptive managerial support can
also be given where required.
The front end user experience has been kept simple and intuitive, whilst the
back end displays features commonly found in systems used by global giants.
The operational efciencies gained re. staff inductions, combined with 24/7
compliance assistance, now makes Woodman’s Group 10 of 10 in these areas!
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